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Did You Know?

There has been some
discussion about
Google charging for
blocking ads on their
website or while
using their services.
Free ad-blocking
software would no
longer be useable. Is
this something you
would be willing to
pay for? Is this a
concern of your web
browsing?

Changes to Our Weekly Tech Tips
As many of you know, our
"Weekly Tech Tips" has been
going for several months now.
While we enjoy sharing helpful
information with you, we don't
want to send it at a frequency
which makes it hard to retain.
Therefore, going forward, we'll
be sending out a monthly
publication containing
information from all of the
categories we currently cover.
This will include things such as

security issues, tips beneficial
for the reader, and "tech" topics
which are in the news.
In regards to our Trivia game
which we just started, we'll
continue our questions in the
monthly publication. There will
still be a chance to win a gift
card prize, and this gift card will
now be for $15.
Last week's winner for a $5 gift
card to Brewed Awakenings
was Jayde from OB-GYN
Associates. The correct answer
to the trivia question was: "The
last thing someone sees when
reading an e-mail is your
signature."
If you have any questions at all,
please continue to e-mail
helpdesk@robertstechs.com.

Quote of the Week

RTS Contact Info

Let Us Reward
You!
Do you know of a
business struggling with
their IT needs? If so, we've
got the solution! Go to
www.robertstechs.com
and refer them under our
"About Us" section! They'll
receive a free Network
Assessment with no
strings attached, and if
they become a client,
you'll be rewarded as
well!

"Of all the attitudes we can acquire,
surely the attitude of gratitude is the
most important and by far the most
life-changing."
- Zig Ziglar
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